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Management Information Systems provides comprehensive and integrative coverage of essential new technologies, information system
applications, and their impact on business models and managerial decision-making in an exciting and interactive manner. The twelfth edition
focuses on the major changes that have been made in information technology over the past two years, and includes new opening, closing,
and Interactive Session cases.
With typical brilliance and wit, renowned anthropologist Marshall Sahlins takes a critical and satirical look at all things Foucault -- and plenty
more to boot. This pamphlet, which originally served as after-dinner conversation, features one of anthropology's revered elders at his best.
In this book, we put forward a holistic conceptual framework for implementing Scholarship of Learning and Teaching (SoLT) in higher
education. Unlike previous SoLT studies, which usually focus on a specific aspect, here various aspects are integrated into a holistic
framework. Further, it identifies three main stakeholders, namely, the higher education institution, teaching staff, and students. These
stakeholders are in turn connected by four interlocking themes: staff professional development, enhancement of student learning
experiences, assessment, and digital technologies. Presenting chapters that address these four themes, this book supports the advancement
of SoLT in higher education in relation to existing theories and emerging practices. By helping academics and leaders in higher education to
implement SoLT for the improvement of student learning and teaching practices, it also makes a valuable contribution to the field of teacher
education.
The only all-encompassing guide to everything you need to know to teach and train in post compulsory education!
"This open access textbook offers a comprehensive introduction to instruction in all types of library and information settings. Designed for
students in library instruction courses, the text is also a resource for new and experienced professionals seeking best practices and selected
resources to support their instructional practice. Organized around the backward design approach and written by LIS faculty members with
expertise in teaching and learning, this book offers clear guidance on writing learning outcomes, designing assessments, and choosing and
implementing instructional strategies, framed by clear and accessible explanations of learning theories. The text takes a critical approach to
pedagogy and emphasizes inclusive and accessible instruction. Using a theory into practice approach that will move students from learning to
praxis, each chapter includes practical examples, activities, and templates to aid readers in developing their own practice and
materials."--Publisher's description.
All the tips, ideas and advice given to, and requested by, MA students in Media and Communications, are brought together in an easy-to-use
accessible guide to help students study most effectively. Based upon many years of teaching study skills and hundreds of lecture slides and
handouts this introduction covers a range of general and generic skills that the author relates specifically towards media and communications
studies. As well as the mechanics of writing and presentations, the book also shows how students can work on and engage with the critical
and contemplative elements of their degrees whilst retaining motivation and refining timekeeping skills. Of course the nuts and bolts of
reading, writing, listening, seminars and the dreaded dissertation and essays are covered too. In addition advice on referencing, citation and
academic style is offered for those with concerns over English grammar and expression. Aimed primarily at postgraduate students, there is
significant crossover with undergraduate work, so this book will also prove of use to upper level undergraduate readers whether using English
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as a first or second language.
The change management profession is no longer in its infancy. Readily identifiable in organizations and in business literature it is no longer
reliant on parent disciplines such as organizational development or project management. Change management is itself in a state of change
and growth - the number of jobs is increasing and organizations are actively seeking to build their change management capability. The
Effective Change Manager's Handbook, the official guide to the CMI Body of Knowledge, is explicitly designed to help practitioners,
employers and academics define and practice change management successfully and to develop change management maturity within their
organization. A single-volume learning resource covering the range of underpinning knowledge required, it includes chapters from esteemed
and established thought leaders on topics ranging from benefits management, stakeholder strategy, facilitation, change readiness, project
management and education and learning support. Covering the whole process from planning to implementation, it offers practical tools,
techniques and models to effectively support any change initiative.
Do you hate cramming all of your errands into the weekend? Do you resent having to beg permission to watch your kid’s weekday soccer
game? Are you tired of seeing people who aren’t very good at their jobs get promoted because they arrive early and stay late? There’s got
to be a better way—and there is! Cali Ressler and Jody Thompson show that everyone benefits when we change the focus from hours to
outcomes. It’s just that our traditional definition of work—Monday through Friday, nine to five—doesn’t make sense in the always-on global
economy. So, Ressler and Thompson created the Results-Only Work Environment. In a ROWE, you control when, where, and how long you
work. As long as you meet your objectives, the way you spend your time is entirely up to you. Suddenly, work isn’t a place you go, it’s a
thing you do. In a ROWE, there are no mandatory meetings or fixed schedules. You stop doing any activity that wastes time, and no one
criticizes you for “leaving early” or “coming in late.” If you do your best work at midnight or on Sundays, go for it! ROWE sounds like a
fantasy, but Ressler and Thompson have already made it a reality at Best Buy, a Fortune 100 company. They have proven that ROWE not
only makes employees happier but also delivers better results. And now the authors are helping companies implement ROWE nationwide.
Infused with passion and common sense, Why Work Sucks and How to Fix It will change the way you think about your job, your company,
and your quality of life. Read it and join the revolution!

This 'bite-size' version is of one of Tony Buzan's most enduring topics; Mind Maps. The Mind Map, which has been called the
'Swiss army knife for the brain', is a ground-breaking note-taking technique that is already used by more than 250 million people
worldwide and has taken the educational and business worlds by storm. This book offers a swift introduction to Tony Buzan's tried,
tested and very successful techniques.
Learning analytics is one of the most important research issues in the field of educational technology. By analyzing logs and
records in educational databases and systems, it can provide useful information to teachers, learners, and decision makers –
information which they can use to improve teaching strategies, learning performances, and educational policies. However, it is a
great challenge for most researchers to efficiently analyze educational data in a meaningful way. This book presents various
learning analytics approaches and applications, including the process of determining the coding scheme, analyzing the collected
data, and interpreting the findings. This book was originally published as a special issue of Interactive Learning Environments.
Examines the elements of educative, or learning-centered, assessment; presents a logical order and criteria for considering
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assessment design elements; and looks at the implications of the design work.
A practical work outlining the theory and practice of using active learning techniques in library settings. It explains the theory of
active learning and argues for its importance in our teaching and is illustrated using a large number of examples of techniques that
can be easily transferred and used in teaching library and information skills to a range of learners within all library sectors. These
practical examples recognise that for most of us involved in teaching library and information skills the one off session is the norm,
so we need techniques that allow us to quickly grab and hold our learners’ attention. The examples are equally useful to those
new to teaching, who wish to bring active learning into their sessions for the first time, as to those more experienced who want to
refresh their teaching with some new ideas and to carry on their development as librarian teachers. Outlines the argument for
more active learning techniques in our sessions Explains the theory of active learning Includes examples that can be used in
teaching
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • At last, a book that shows you how to build—design—a life you can thrive in, at any age or
stage Designers create worlds and solve problems using design thinking. Look around your office or home—at the tablet or
smartphone you may be holding or the chair you are sitting in. Everything in our lives was designed by someone. And every
design starts with a problem that a designer or team of designers seeks to solve. In this book, Bill Burnett and Dave Evans show
us how design thinking can help us create a life that is both meaningful and fulfilling, regardless of who or where we are, what we
do or have done for a living, or how young or old we are. The same design thinking responsible for amazing technology, products,
and spaces can be used to design and build your career and your life, a life of fulfillment and joy, constantly creative and
productive, one that always holds the possibility of surprise.
University Physics is designed for the two- or three-semester calculus-based physics course. The text has been developed to
meet the scope and sequence of most university physics courses and provides a foundation for a career in mathematics, science,
or engineering. The book provides an important opportunity for students to learn the core concepts of physics and understand how
those concepts apply to their lives and to the world around them. Due to the comprehensive nature of the material, we are offering
the book in three volumes for flexibility and efficiency. Coverage and Scope Our University Physics textbook adheres to the scope
and sequence of most two- and three-semester physics courses nationwide. We have worked to make physics interesting and
accessible to students while maintaining the mathematical rigor inherent in the subject. With this objective in mind, the content of
this textbook has been developed and arranged to provide a logical progression from fundamental to more advanced concepts,
building upon what students have already learned and emphasizing connections between topics and between theory and
applications. The goal of each section is to enable students not just to recognize concepts, but to work with them in ways that will
be useful in later courses and future careers. The organization and pedagogical features were developed and vetted with feedback
from science educators dedicated to the project. VOLUME III Unit 1: Optics Chapter 1: The Nature of Light Chapter 2: Geometric
Optics and Image Formation Chapter 3: Interference Chapter 4: Diffraction Unit 2: Modern Physics Chapter 5: Relativity Chapter 6:
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Photons and Matter Waves Chapter 7: Quantum Mechanics Chapter 8: Atomic Structure Chapter 9: Condensed Matter Physics
Chapter 10: Nuclear Physics Chapter 11: Particle Physics and Cosmology
The media has a huge impact on how we view society and the world, and new technologies continue to transform the way in which
we work and learn. It is therefore essential that young people can engage critically in their consumption of media and the internet
and are able to make informed decisions about the technologies they use. This book explores the broad contexts and ideas that
technology facilitates in our culture and considers what this means for teachers in practice. It aims to help you develop your
understanding about, and pedagogy with, technology and includes: the implications of new media and technology on twenty-first
century education; guidance on choosing and using digital technologies and how these affect the educational opportunities for
young people; a consideration of students' critical and creative thinking with digital media and their confidence and autonomy in
digital consumption and production; references to recent research to support practice; Links to resources and organisations who
can offer support. Technology has a crucial role to play in processes of teaching and learning. This book is essential reading for
trainee and practising teachers that wish to use a range of technological tools to form a dynamic and creative learning
environment.
In “one of the best books ever written about a sport,” Halberstam chronicles the story of four amateur US rowers and their 1984
Olympic dream (Newsweek). In 1984, rowing was a sport continually relegated to the margins, far from the spotlights attracted by
other Olympic events. That year, four men went head-to-head for the right to compete for gold as the United States’ single sculler,
an honor that would lead not to lucrative endorsement deals, but to the fleeting glory of the Olympic Games, and the satisfaction of
ranking supreme among their competitive community of oarsmen. In pursuit of that goal, the rowers pushed through crippling pain,
delaying personal relationships and careers, all for the rush of winning. Determined to understand these athletes of a seemingly
bygone era, Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist and author David Halberstam chronicles their bravery and obsession, delivering a
dramatic human story, buzzing with adrenaline, about the lengths to which athletes will go to prove their mettle and compete on
the highest level. This ebook features an extended biography of David Halberstam.
Human by Design invites you on a journey beyond Darwin's theory of evolution, beginning with the fact that we exist as we do, even more
empowered, and more connected with ourselves and the world, than scientists have believed possible.* * *In one of the great ironies of the
modern world, the science that was expected to solve life's mysteries has done just the opposite. New discoveries have led to more
unanswered questions, created deeper mysteries, and brought us to the brink of forbidden territory when it comes to explaining our origin and
existence. These discoveries reveal the following facts: - Fact 1. Our origin--Modern humans appeared suddenly on earth approximately
200,000 years ago, with the advanced brain, nervous system, and capabilities that set them apart from all other known forms of life already
developed, rather than having developed slowly and gradually over a long periods of time.- Fact 2. Missing physical evidence--The
relationships shown on the conventional tree of human evolution are speculative connections only. While they are believed to exist, a
150-year search has failed to produce the physical evidence that confirms the relationships shown on the evolutionary family tree.- Fact 3.
New DNA evidence--The comparison of DNA between ancient Neanderthals, previously thought to be our ancestors, and early humans tells
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us that we did not descend from the Neanderthals.- Fact 4. A rare DNA fusion--Advanced genome analysis reveals that the DNA that sets us
apart from other primates, including in our advanced brain and nervous system, is the result of an ancient and precise fusion of genes
occurring in a way that suggests something beyond evolution made our humanness possible.- Fact 5. Our extraordinary abilities--We are
born with the capacity to self-heal, to self-regulate longevity, to activate an enhanced immune response, and to experience deep intuition,
sympathy, empathy, and, ultimately, compassion--and to do each of these on demand.In this book, New York Times best-selling author and
2017 Templeton Award nominee Gregg Braden crosses the traditional boundaries of science and spirituality to answer the timeless question
at the core of our existence--Who are we?--and to reveal science-based techniques that awaken our uniquely human experiences of deep
intuition, precognition, advanced states of self-healing, and much more! Beyond any reasonable doubt, Human by Design reveals that we're
not what we've been told, and much more than we've ever imagined.
About The Book: This book explores the heart of pattern recognition concepts, methods and applications using statistical, syntactic and
neural approaches. Divided into four sections, it clearly demonstrates the similarities and differences among the three approaches. The
second part deals with the statistical pattern recognition approach, starting with a simple example and finishing with unsupervised learning
through clustering. Section three discusses the syntactic approach and explores such topics as the capabilities of string grammars and
parsing; higher dimensional representations and graphical approaches. Part four presents an excellent overview of the emerging neural
approach including an examination of pattern associations and feedforward nets. Along with examples, each chapter provides the reader with
pertinent literature for a more in-depth study of specific topics.
This much-anticipated fifth edition of Exploring Education offers an alternative to traditional foundations texts by combining a point-of-view
analysis with primary source readings. Pre- and in-service teachers will find a solid introduction to the foundations disciplines -- history,
philosophy, politics, and sociology of education -- and their application to educational issues, including school organization and teaching,
curriculum and pedagogic practices, education and inequality, and school reform and improvement. This edition features substantive
updates, including additions to the discussion of neo-liberal educational policy, recent debates about teacher diversity, updated data and
research, and new selections of historical and contemporary readings. At a time when foundations of education are marginalized in many
teacher education programs and teacher education reform pushes scripted approaches to curriculum and instruction, Exploring Education
helps teachers to think critically about the "what" and "why" behind the most pressing issues in contemporary education.
Providing clear, comprehensible information for general readers, this three-volume, A–Z encyclopedia covers the major theories and findings
associated with our understanding of human memory and some of the crippling disorders associated with memory malfunction.
"5 Voices helps leaders know themselves to lead their team. By discovering your voice and the voices of those around you, you will learn how
to connect, communicate, and lead every kind of team member. The 5 Voices of Leadership are: 1. the Pioneer: focused of future vision and
how to win 2. the Connector: focused on relational networks, communication, collaboration 3. the Creative: focused on future, organizational
integrity, social conscience 4. the Guardian: focused on tradition, money, and resources 5. the Nurturer: focused on people, values,
relationships"-The primary aim of the book is to raise the questions and issues which should be of importance to art teachers by relating the practices and
concerns of art teaching to some of the main problems of philosophy. It integrates both subjects of art education and art teaching; presents
many of the principle issues regarding art education that are of concern to art teachers; and provides future and current teachers of art with a
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means of reflecting on the reasons and goals for teaching art.
In "Everyday Antiracism," leading educators deal with the most challenging questions about race in school, offering invaluable and effective
advice. Contributors including Beverly Daniel Tatum, Sonia Nieto, Pedro Noguera, and others.
The guide is for those directly involved in MSPs to provide both the conceptual foundations and practical tools that underpin successful
partnerships. This work has been inspired by the motivation and passion that comes when people dare to "walk in each other's shoes" to find
new paths toward shared ambitions for the future.
This book brings together research and theory about `New Learning', the term we use for new learning outcomes, new kinds of learning
processes and new instructional methods that are both wanted by society and stressed in psychological theory in many countries at present.
It describes and illustrates the differences as well as the modern versions of the traditional innovative ideas.
Reviews the basics of mind mapping, explains why and how mind maps are used, and demonstrates the practice in hypothetical situations.
The Isaiah EffectDecoding the Lost Science of Prayer and ProphecyHarmony
The recent trend in innovative school design has provided exciting places to both learn and teach. New generation learning environments
have encouraged educators to unleash responsive pedagogies previously hindered by traditional classrooms, and has allowed students to
engage in a variety of learning experiences well beyond the traditional ‘chalk and talk’ common in many schools. These spaces have made
cross-disciplinary instruction, collaborative learning, individualised curriculum, ubiquitous technologies, and specialised equipment more
accessible than ever before. The quality of occupation of such spaces has also been encouraging. Many learning spaces now resemble
places of collegiality, intellectual intrigue and comfort, as opposed to the restrictive and monotonous classrooms many of us experienced in
years past. These successes, however, have generated a very real problem. Do these new generation learning environments actually work –
and if so, in what ways? Are they leading to the sorts of improved experiences and learning outcomes for students they promise? This book
describes strategies for assessing what is actually working. Drawing on the best thinking from our best minds – doctoral students tackling the
challenge of isolating space as a variable within the phenomenon of contemporary schooling – Evaluating Learning Environments draws
together thirteen approaches to learning environment evaluation that capture the latest thinking in terms of emerging issues, methods and
knowledge.
This volume analyzes recent technological breakthroughs in aiding children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Chapters offer practical
guidance in such areas as assessment, treatment planning, and collaborative intervention. The book also presents findings on hardware and
software innovations and emphasizes their effectiveness in clinical practices that are targeted to specific cognitive, social, academic and
motor skill areas. In addition, it describes promising new deficit-reducing and skill-enhancing technologies on the horizon. Featured topics
include: Developing and supporting the writing skills of individuals with ASD through assistive technologies. The ways in which visual
organizers may support executive function, abstract language comprehension and social learning. Do-as-I’m-doing situations involving video
modeling and autism. The use of technology to facilitate personal, social and vocational skills in youth with ASD. Evidence-based instruction
for students with ASD. The use of mobile technology to support community engagement and independence. Technology and Treatment of
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder is an essential resource for clinicians and related professionals as well as researchers and graduate
students across such disciplines as child and school psychology, rehabilitation medicine, educational technology, occupational therapy,
speech pathology and social work.
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"Have you ever wanted to improve your memory, creativity, concentration, communicative ability, thinking skills, learning skills, general
intelligence and quickness of mind? The Mind Map Book, part of Tony Buzans revolutionary Mind Set series, introduces you to a unique
thinking tool which allows you to accomplish all these goals and much more. Mind Maps make it easy to: remember things, think up brilliant
ideas, plan a presentation or report, persuade people and negotiate, plan personal goal and much more. Mind Maps make it easy to:
remember things, think up brilliant ideas, plan a presentation or report, persuade people and negotiate, plan personal goals, gain control of
your life. The Mind Map, which has been called the Swiss army knife for the brain is a ground-breaking note-taking technique that is already
used by more than 250 million people worldwide."--Publisher.
Seventeen hundred years ago, key elements of our ancient heritage were lost, relegated to the esoteric traditions of mystery schools and
sacred orders. Among the most empowering of the forgotten elements are references to a science with the power to bring everlasting healing
to our bodies and initiate an unprecedented era of peace and cooperation between governments and nations. In his groundbreaking new
book, The Isaiah Effect, Gregg Braden turns to the Isaiah Scroll, perhaps the most important of the Dead Sea Scrolls discovered in 1946, to
offer insight into a powerful form of ancient prayer. In The Isaiah Effect, Braden, author of Awakening to Zero Point and Walking Between the
Worlds, combines research in quantum physics with the works of the prophet Isaiah and the ancient Essenes. He demonstrates how
prophecies of global catastrophe and suffering may only represent future possibilities, rather than forecast impending doom, and that we have
the power to influence those possibilities. In addition to describing multiple futures, the Isaiah texts take us one step further, clearly describing
the science of how we choose our futures. Tracing key words of Isaiah's text back to their original language, we discover how he taught a
mode of prayer that was lost to the West during Biblical editing in the fourth century. Braden offers detailed accounts of how elements of this
mode of prayer have been applied in a variety of situations, ranging from healing life-threatening conditions to entire villages using collective
prayer to prevail during the 1998 fires in southern Peru. In each instance, the correlation between the offering of the prayer and a shift of the
events in question was beyond coincidence--the prayers had measurable effects! As modern science continues to validate a relationship
between our outer and inner worlds, it becomes more likely that a forgotten bridge links the world of our prayers with that of our experience.
Each time we engage ourselves, our loved ones, and our communities with Isaiah's life-affirming message of hope, we secure nothing less
than our future and the future of the only home we know.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

New in paperback (originally published as Human by Design): At the cutting edge of science and spirituality, New York
Times best-selling author Gregg Braden explains that evolution is not the whole story of humanity--and offers a new
understanding of our origins that can help us tap the extraordinary abilities we already have. What would it mean to
discover we're designed to live extraordinary lives of self-healing, longevity, and deep intuition? Is it possible that the
advanced awareness achieved by monks, nuns, and mystics--considered rare in the past--is actually meant to be a
normal part of our daily lives? In this revelatory book, now available for the first time in paperback, five-time New York
Times best-selling author and 2018 Templeton Award nominee Gregg Braden explains that we no longer need to ask
these questions as "What if?" Recent discoveries ranging from human evolution and genetics to the new science of
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neuro-cardiology (the bridge between the brain and the heart) have overturned 150 years of thinking when it comes to
the way we think of ourselves, our origin, and our capabilities. In this reader-friendly journey of discovery, Braden begins
with the fact that we exist as we do, even more empowered, and more connected with ourselves and the world than
scientists have believed in the past. It's this undisputable fact that leads to even deeper mysteries. "How do we awaken
the extraordinary abilities that come from such an awesome connection?" "What role does our ancient and mysterious
heritage play in our lives today?" Join Gregg as he crosses the traditional boundaries of science and spirituality to answer
precisely these questions. In doing so he reveals a) specific tools, techniques, and practices to awaken our deep intuition
on-demand, for self healing and longevity; and 2) concrete solutions to the social issues that are destroying our families
and dividing us as people, including the bullying of young people, hate crimes, the growing epidemic of suicide, religious
extremism, and more. When new discoveries prove that the existing human story is no longer based in fact, it's time to
change the story. This simple truth is at the heart of the book you're about to read.
Over a million students have transformed adequate work into academic achievement with this best-selling text. HOW TO
STUDY IN COLLEGE sets students on the path to success by helping them build a strong foundation of study skills, and
learn how to gain, retain, and explain information. Based on widely tested educational and learning theories, HOW TO
STUDY IN COLLEGE teaches study techniques such as visual thinking, active listening, concentration, note taking, and
test taking, while also incorporating material on vocabulary building. Questions in the Margin, based on the Cornell Note
Taking System, places key questions about content in the margins of the text to provide students with a means for
reviewing and reciting the main ideas. Students then use this technique--the Q-System--to formulate their own questions.
The Eleventh Edition maintains the straightforward and traditional academic format that has made HOW TO STUDY IN
COLLEGE the leading study skills text in the market. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
What does it mean to be a designer, and what does it take to be a good designer? Understanding Design stimulates
designers to think about what they do, how they do it, and why they aim for a certain effect. One hundred seventy five
precisely formulated mini-essays give insight into the design process and encourage reflection.
Ubertrends examines eight driving forces behind the vast majority of trends and innovations taking place in society today.
Ubertrends are massive waves cascading through society, leaving many subtrends in their wake. The Digital Lifestyle
Ubertrend, today's biggest wave, propels a host of subtrends. Unlike typical trends, Ubertrends are changing America's
values, which explains why the Digital Lifestyle is contributing to permanent behavioral changes. Ubertrends helps
readers connect the dots, by providing more context for how the future is developing. Other Ubertrends described include
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Time Compression -- The Acceleration of Life; Unwired -- Control Enthusiast Generation, Generation X-tasy -- Been
There, Done That, Voyeurgasm -- I Like to Watch; Fountain of Youth -- Rejuvenating Body, Spirit and Environment; and
WAF -- The Ascent of Woman.
From Dr. Nicole LePera, creator of "the holistic psychologist"—the online phenomenon with more than two million
Instagram followers—comes a revolutionary approach to healing that harnesses the power of the self to produce lasting
change. As a clinical psychologist, Dr. Nicole LePera often found herself frustrated by the limitations of traditional
psychotherapy. Wanting more for her patients—and for herself—she began a journey to develop a united philosophy of
mental, physical and spiritual wellness that equips people with the interdisciplinary tools necessary to heal themselves.
After experiencing the life-changing results herself, she began to share what she’d learned with others—and soon “The
Holistic Psychologist” was born. Now, Dr. LePera is ready to share her much-requested protocol with the world. In How
to Do the Work, she offers both a manifesto for SelfHealing as well as an essential guide to creating a more vibrant,
authentic, and joyful life. Drawing on the latest research from a diversity of scientific fields and healing modalities, Dr.
LePera helps us recognize how adverse experiences and trauma in childhood live with us, resulting in whole body
dysfunction—activating harmful stress responses that keep us stuck engaging in patterns of codependency, emotional
immaturity, and trauma bonds. Unless addressed, these self-sabotaging behaviors can quickly become cyclical, leaving
people feeling unhappy, unfulfilled, and unwell. In How to Do the Work, Dr. LePera offers readers the support and tools
that will allow them to break free from destructive behaviors to reclaim and recreate their lives. Nothing short of a
paradigm shift, this is a celebration of empowerment that will forever change the way we approach mental wellness and
self-care.
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